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Abstract: A modified 3D numerical model on the energy conversion process in the anode side of a
Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC) system was constructed and validated to published experimental
results. Systematic simulations were performed to investigate the underlying mechanisms of
the energy conversion process, and the combined effects of inlet flow rate and input methanol
concentration were summarized systematically. The increase of flow rate was found to be an effective
strategy to accelerate the internal flow fields, while the diffusion layer was proposed to be a critical
component in the design of high-performance DMFC. The frontier for optimal conditions of DMFC’s
output was also determined, which can be helpful to improve the energy conversion performance of
DMFC in practical applications.
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1. Introduction

The Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC), which takes advantage of methanol oxidation reaction
to convert chemical energy into electricity, has attracted considerable attention in recent years as
a prosperous power source for mobile applications [1–8]. A typical DMFC is primarily composed
of a Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM), the catalyzed electrodes at anode/cathode sides and
the end plates, as shown in Figure 1. The understanding of energy conversion process is necessary
for optimal operation and design, but it is a task full of challenges as it normally involves lots
of operating parameters, such as the feed solution properties [9] and the flow characteristics [10].
As the underlying mechanism of such a multi-parameter dependent system is usually hard to
be experimentally determined, the comprehensive modelings of DMFC systems are essential in
optimization design and operational management.

During the past decades, several mechanical models based on Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) techniques were proposed to study the energy conversion process of DMFC systems,
from one-dimensional [11], two-dimensional [12,13] to three-dimensional (3D) [14–19] points of view.
As the 3D models consider the physical and chemical behaviors in full dimensions, it is regarded
to be able to simulate most of the DMFC’s underlying mechanisms. Ge and Liu have designed
one of the earliest 3D multi-component models by coupling the continuity, momentum and species
conservation equations for both the anode and cathode catalyst layers in DMFCs [14]. Danilov et al.
have avoided to use empirical correlations of current distribution to a certain extent, and developed a
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3D two-phase model to study the gas evolution in gas–liquid flows inside the anode channels [15].
Yang et al. have integrated five sub-models to construct a 3D two-phase model for predicting the
DMFC’s performance at steady states [16]. Each of the sub-models can simulate a specific component of
the DMFC systems, but the model constructing process is kind of complicated. Subsequently, in order
to avoid much more complex modeling approach for two-phase flow and transport, Vera has presented
an isothermal single-phase 3D model and proven that the carbon dioxide produced at the anode can be
considered to be dilute enough to remain dissolved in the liquid phase, especially for the low current
density regime [17]. Recently, we have focused on one-phase flow and developed a 3D model with
electro-chemical relationships being described by the semi-empirical relationships [18]. Although it
was then successfully applied to study the influence of geometric and operating parameters on DMFC
performance in experiments [19,20], the assumption of satisfactorily high air flow rate leads to the
incapability of this model to quantify the effects of air flow rate on the fuel cell performance.

By the aid of these developed models (including but not only limited to those mentioned above),
great progress has also been done in the fields of numerical investigations of the operating parameters
affecting DMFC performance [3,6]. For instance, the current density variations were investigated with
the increase of anode methanol flow rate at a specific methanol concentration using a 3D single-phase
multi-component mathematical model [14], and the polarization curves were calculated and compared
for different methanol concentrations with an isothermal single-phase model [17]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, a comprehensive research about the effects of main operating parameters on the
DMFC performance is still not easily available. A systematic study, that is needed for further analysis
on the physical mechanisms, is necessary for the determination of optimal operating parameters to
improve the DMFC performance. It thus becomes the motivation of the present study.

Considering the effect of oxygen availability, a modified 3D numerical model about the energy
conversion process of DMFC was developed by coupling the equations of species transport, mass and
momentum conservations in the present study (Section 2). Comprehensive numerical simulations were
performed to study the underlying mechanism of energy conversion process in a DMFC. The combined
effects of inlet flow rate and methanol concentration on DMFC performance were systematically
investigated, and an optimal operating condition was determined (Section 3). Results are discussed
and summarized in Section 4.

Figure 1. Schematic of a direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) with serpentine flow channel.
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2. Methods and Models

2.1. Problem Description

A DMFC can convert chemical energy of methanol to electrical energy by the oxidation-reduction
reaction between methanol and oxygen [20]. As shown in Figure 1 (left), it mainly consists of anode,
cathode and polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM), for which the anode and cathode are both composed
by flow channel, diffusion layer and catalyst layer. On the anode side, the mixed solution of methanol
(CH3OH) and water (H2O) is pumped into the flow channel when the operation is started. At the
bottom of the flow channel, the diffusion layer that is made of porous media allows the methanol-water
solution to penetrate and diffuse to the catalyst layer. As the catalyst layer is made of carbon paper or
cloth with Pt-Ru and Pt catalysts deposited on it, it allows the diffusions of methanol and oxygen for
oxidation reaction. The oxidation reaction can be described as

CH3OH + H2O→ 6H+ + 6e− + CO2. (1)

At the bottom of catalyst layer, the PEM only allows the ions (H+) to pass through to the cathode
side. The other production CO2 thus should be transported by the flow of mixed solution and
exhausted from the channel outlet on the anode side. The current is generated when the electrons (e−)
moves via the external circuit to the cathode side. At the cathode side, the air flow brings oxygen O2

into the system. A reduction reaction consuming O2, H+ and e− to produce H2O makes this whole
clean energy generation process complete, which can be described as

3
2

O2 + 6H+ + 6e− → 3H2O. (2)

As the air flow rate at the cathode side can be easily accelerated in experiments, many researchers
assumed that the air amount is enough for the energy conversion process in the DMFCs and thus
concentrated only on the oxidation reactions taking place at the anode side [3]. Following this
assumption, many previous CFD studies were based on the anode side in order to simplify the
modeling process and to increase the calculation efficiency [16,18–20]. The present CFD model is also
based on the anode side of a DMFC system, which has been reported in our previous experimental
work [20]. The physical domains in the following content include only three domains: the anode flow
channel, the anode diffusion layer and the anode catalyst layer, as shown in Figure 1 (right), and the
corresponding geometric dimensions are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Geometric dimensions of the anode side.

Location Length Width Height Info

Anode plate 30.95 30.65 − −
Channel layer 30.95 30.65 0.50 Serpentine channel with 12 U-turns

Channel cross-section − 1.37 0.50 Square shape
Diffusion layer 30.95 30.65 0.20 −
Catalyst layer 30.95 30.65 0.02 −

unit: mm.

2.2. Governing Equations and Models

The energy conservation process of DMFC is not only highly relevant to the chemical reactions
of feed solutions, but also depends on the effect of convective diffusion in multiphase flow.
Mechanical models include differential and algebraic equations based on the basis of physical and
electrochemical governing phenomena, which are different in the different zones due to their different
physical and chemical characteristics, such as material properties and chemical reactions. Owing to
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the existence of chemical reactions, the continuity equation ensuring the mass conservation should be
expressed as

−→∇ · (ερ−→v ) = Sm, (3)

where ρ denotes the mixture density, −→v is the velocity of mixture, and Sm denotes the mass source
term. We use ε to represent the porosity of physical domain, while ε = 1, 0.6 or 0.4 is for the channel
layer, the diffusion layer and the catalyst layer, respectively [16,18,20]. As chemical reaction occurs
only in the catalyst layer, the mass source term Sm is 0 in the channel and diffusion layers. At the
catalyst layer, it can be expressed as

Sm = Sk,react + Sk,cross, k = CH3OH, H2O or CO2, (4)

where Sk,react and Sk,cross are the species source terms caused by the chemical reaction and physical
crossover through the membrane, respectively. As CO2 can not pass through the membrane due to its
macromolecular structure, its physical crossover term SCO2,react should be 0. The crossover terms of
methanol and water can be defined as [17,21]

SCH3OH,cross = MCH3OH(
nCH3OH × ja

F
+ ε1.5DCH3OH

Cint
CH3OH

tmemtacl
), (5)

SH2O,cross = MH2O
nH2O × ja

F
, (6)

where MCH3OH and MH2O are molecular weights of CH3OH and H2O, nCH3OH and nH2O are the
electro-osmotic drag coefficients for CH3OH and H2O, F is the Faraday constant, DCH3OH is the
diffusion coefficient of CH3OH, Cint

CH3OH denotes the local methanol concentration at the interface
between the catalyst layer and membrane surface, and tmem and tacl are the thicknesses of the membrane
and catalyst layer, respectively. The local volumetric current density of the cell ja is defined by [15,18]

ja = α
E0 − Ecell − ηa − ηc

tacl Rmem
, (7)

where E0 is the open circuit voltage, Ecell is the cell potential, and Rmem represents the area specific
resistance of membrane. Special attention can be paid to the parameter α. Although many CFD
studies concentrated only on the anode side based on the assumption that the air amount is enough
at the cathode side [16,18–20], the ’sufficiently high‘ flow rate is still an inaccurate criterion for the
air availability, especially when the model is needed to be applied in analyzing the performances
of different types of DMFCs. Therefore, the parameter α is introduced to account for the effect of
air availability in the present study, to improve the generalization capability of our CFD model
without increasing the computation cost, which can be determined by the comparison of experimental
and numerical results. However, not all of these parameters can be determined from experiments
due to technical limitations. For example, the over-potential values at the anode and cathode sides,
ηa and ηc, respectively, have been derived from semi-empirical equations in our former study [20].
The semi-empirical expressions of ηa, ηc and Rmem proposed in our previous studies [18] have been
adopted in present study, and Equation (7) becomes

ja =
α

tacl Rmem
{E0 − Ecell − c1T[ln(c2 ja)− c3/T − c4 − ln(CCH3OH)]

− c5T[ln(c6 jc)− c7/T − c8 − ln(CO2)]}, (8)

where the coefficients of our semi-empirical model c1–c8 have been determined from experimental
data, c1 = 9.9033× 10−5, c2 = 5.2070× 10−9, c3 = −4.2782, c4 = 1.2100× 10−2, c5 = 1.5780× 10−4,
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c6 = 8.5645 × 10−8, c7 = −8.8041 and c8 = 2.4900 × 10−2. As the methanol oxidation reaction
consumes CH3OH and H2O to produce CO2 at the catalyst layer (Equation (1)), the source terms by
reaction Sk,react are given by

Sk,react = β
Mk
6F

ja, k = CH3OH, H2O or CO2, (9)

where Mk is the molecular weight of species k. The parameter β is used to distinguish the production
or consumption of species, while it takes 1 for CO2 and −1 for CH3OH and H2O.

The momentum conservation equation at the anode side of DMFC can be derived from
Navier–Stokes equations, which can be written as

−→∇ · (ερ−→v −→v ) = −−→∇ (εP) +∇2(εµ−→v ) + Smon, (10)

where ε takes 1, 0.6 or 0.4 for channel layer, diffusion layer and catalyst layer, respectively, P denotes
the pressure, and µ is mixture viscosity. The momentum source term Smom caused by the resistance of
porous media can be defined as [22,23]

Smon = −ε2 µ

K
−→v , (11)

where K denotes the permeability of porous media. The transport equations of species in porous media
are defined as [20,24]

−→∇ · (ερ−→v yk) =
−→∇ · (ερDe f f

k
−→∇yk) + Sm, (12)

where yk denotes the mass fraction of specie k. Sk,react and Sk,cross are the source term caused by
reaction and crossover, respectively. The source terms Sm for different flow domains are given by
Equations (4)–(9), e.g., it takes 0 for the channel and the diffusion layer. De f f

k denotes the effective
diffusion coefficient of specie k, which is defined as [14]

De f f
k = Dk, in the channel,

= ε1.5Dk, in the other domains, (13)

where Dk is the diffusion coefficient in the channel.

2.3. Numerical Implementations

The energy conversion process of DMFC can be modeled by a coupling of the governing equations
of continuity, momentum and species transportation, as mentioned in Equations (3), (10) and (12).
The source term Sm and Smon in Section 2.2. The flow fields can be determined by solving Equations (3)
and (10). The obtained flow rate −→v is then applied in Equation (12) to determine the convection
and diffusion of species. Because of the technical limitations, not all the the parameters involved in
governing equations can take a definitive value from experimental measurements. A mass literature
review on relevant numerical and experimental studies was therefore carried out to identify the
values of undetermined coefficients. Related parameters of DMFC applied in CFD simulations are
summarized in Appendix A, Table A1.

Numerical simulations were implemented using the CFD codes, Fluent 15.0, which is based on
the finite volume method. The source terms (Sm and Smon), current density ja and the other manually
defined parameters/conditions are all coded by User Defined Functions (UDFs), and integrated into
the CFD model. Flow domain is discretized into structured grids consisting of 166,235 cells and
201,600 nodes. The boundary conditions of velocity inlet and pressure outlet are applied at the channel
inlet and outlet, respectively, while no-slip conditions are employed for all walls. Other operating
parameters, including methanol concentration, inlet velocity and temperature, are also defined at
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corresponding boundaries. The implicit and pressure-based solver is used to solve the governing
equations of this incompressible flows, while the pressure-velocity coupling process is achieved by the
SIMPLE algorithm. A numerical simulation is considered to be steady, if a stable value of ja is achieved
through sufficient iterations.

The energy conversion process of DMFC were experimentally investigated in [20]. For a given
voltage (V), the currents (I) generated by a DMFC systems were measured and recorded.
The relationship between the generated current and the applied voltage (I–V curve) obtained in
experiments can be applied as reference data for numerical modeling. Figure 2 shows the comparison
of I–V curves extracted from experimental and numerical results, respectively. It can be noted that the
numerical predication coincides very well with experimental results, which validates the reliability
and feasibility of the proposed numerical models of DMFC.

Figure 2. Comparison of numerical and experimental I–V curves. The methanol concentration and
flow rate at the inlet are 1.5 mol/L and 1.107 m/s, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

We focus on the combined effects of inlet flow rate and input methanol concentration on the energy
conversion performance of a certain DMFC system in the present study. The geometric parameters of
the DMFC system were chosen to be constant, which is based on a previous experimental work [20].
The cell is under closed circuit operations at a constant temperature of 343 K. The cell potential Ecell is
chosen to be constant at 0.2773 V in the following results, unless otherwise stated. A unit conversion
table for input flow rate is prepared for the convenience of the readers, as shown in Table A2.

Figure 3 shows the distributions of flow velocities on two typical planes, the interface plane
between Channel and Diffusion layers (CD plane) and that between Diffusion and Catalyst layers
(DC plane). Since the penetrating speed of membrane crossover is relatively low and the leak current
density has not been discussed in this research, the fluid velocity on the interface plane between the
Catalyst and PEM layers (CP plane) has not been presented here. In Figure 3, the methanol-water
solution is pumped into the channel from the inlet at the top left corner. The flow velocity at the central
area of the channel is found to be much larger than that near the boundary, which is mainly caused by
the physical fact that the viscous drag (or called friction drag) is prominent near the boundary. Ribbed
plates are located between these paralleled flow channels, on which there is no solution flow and the
color for flow velocity is thus white. While the inlet velocity increases from 0.01 to 0.05 and to 0.107 m/s,
the overall color of fluid velocities becomes brighter and lighter. It indicates that the increase of the inlet
velocity is an effective strategy to accelerate the internal flow fields inside the DMFC. Since a sudden
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reverse of flow direction can usually result in an adverse pressure gradient, the flow fields usually
become non-uniform at the U-turns under the effects of secondary flow and flow separation. This is
why the highest flow velocities on CD plane are normally observed in vicinity of U-turns, as shown in
Figure 3a (right). It can be observed in Figure 3b that the magnitude of flow velocities on the DC plane
are much lower than that on the CD plane, while the flow field distributes more uniformly on the CD
plane. The reason lies in the physical properties of diffusion layer, more specifically, the resistance
of diffusion layer only allows a small amount of solution to permeate through to the catalyst layer,
while its porosity makes the diffusion more uniform. More uniform flow distributions contribute to
higher performances of DMFC [18]. It implies that the diffusion layer is a critical component, which
deserves special attention in the design of high-performance DMFC.

Figure 3. Velocity distribution of methanol-water solution on two typical planes. (a) is on the interface
plane between the channel and diffusion layers (CD plane); while (b) is between the diffusion and
catalyst layers (DC plane). From left to right, the mean velocity at inlet varies from 0.01, 0.05 to
0.107 m/s.

The distributions of methanol concentrations on the CD, DC and CP planes were presented in
Figure 4, respectively. It is well known that the distributions of methanol concentrations are highly
relevant with the chemical reaction speed, which is thus critical for the energy conversion performance
of DMFCs. As results of the serpentine arrangement of flow channels, the methanol solution was only
allowed to be pumped into the system from the sole inlet at the top left corner. This is the reason why
the highest methanol concentration occurs in the upstream channel, as shown in Figure 4a (left). It is
also of interest to notice that the methanol concentration is higher near the channel boundary than at
the channel center. Although it is different from the distribution of flow velocities, in which the highest
velocity normally occurs at the central area of channel (see Figure 3), this result also makes sense
according to the physical fact that the concentration of chemical reactant could accumulate at the region
of low flow velocities. With a low inlet velocity of 0.01 m/s, the distribution of methanol concentration
decreases gradually while the locating position changes from CD to DC, and to CP plane. It is mainly
caused by the characteristics of flow fields, as the low-velocity penetrating flow can only transport
a small amount of methanol from CD to CP plane. On the CP plane, the distribution of methanol
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concentration is more uniform than on the other planes. Since a more uniform methanol distribution
implies a more stable energy conversion process, the feasibility and necessity of applying diffusion
layer in a DMFC system are therefore confirmed by present results. From left to right, the methanol
concentrations on all of the three typical planes are found to increase with the inlet velocity. Its reason
lies in the “excessive” feed of solution by high flow rate, which gives rise to an accumulation of
unreacted methanol inside the system. It reminds us of the idea to optimize the inlet flow velocity and
input methanol concentration, for the sake of optimal energy conversion performances of DMFC.

Figure 4. Distribution of methanol concentration on three typical planes. (a) is on the interface plane
between the channel and diffusion layers (CD plane); (b) is between the diffusion and catalyst layers
(DC plane); and (c) is between the catalyst and PEM layers (CP plane). The methanol concentration at
the inlet is constant at 1.5 mol/L, while the velocity at inlet varies from 0.01, 0.05 to 0.107 m/s from left
to right.

In considerations of the combined effects of input methanol concentrations and flow rates,
systematic diagrams about the facet average and facet uniformity of methanol concentration
distributing on the CD, DC and CP planes are also presented in Figure 5. The facet average and
facet uniformity of methanol concentration was considered as two quantitative criteria for evaluating
the methanol distribution on these typical planes, while the criterion of Weltens’ Uniformity Index
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(WUI) that was initially proposed to evaluate the uniformity of flow fields [25] is applied in present
study to evaluate the uniformity of methanol distributions. It is defined as

γc = 1− 1
2n

n

∑
j=1

|Cj − C|
C

, (14)

where Cj is the local methanol concentration, C denotes the average methanol concentration and n is the
number of sampling points. The γc (between 0 and 1) denotes the uniformity of distribution, and the
larger the γc is, the more uniform the distribution is. The facet average of methanol concentration
increases almost linearly with the input methanol concentration for all the three planes. For the same
inlet velocity and input concentration, the facet average of methanol concentration is observed to
decrease gradually from CD, DC to CP plane. It validates the former findings derived from Figure 4 in
a quantitative way. On a specific plane, the slopes of fit lines can be observed being relatively small for
the input flow rate of 0.005 m/s, but being much higher for a flow rate of 0.125 m/s. This phenomenon
also exists for the other flow rates. More precisely, the slopes of fit lines increase gradually as the inlet
flow velocity arises. A higher slope indicates that the same change in input methanol concentration
can lead to a larger increase in the facet average of methanol concentration. It indicates that the facet
average of methanol concentration can increase more rapidly with the input methanol concentration,
if a larger flow rate is applied at the inlet. It also reminds us that a quick increase in facet average of
methanol concentration required in practice need to be achieved by increasing both the inlet velocity
and input concentration. These quantitative results can be treated as numerical database, which would
be highly beneficial for experimental analysis and also for predicting the optimal operating conditions
of DMFC systems.

From Figure 5b,d,f, the uniformity of methanol concentration distribution can be found to decrease
gradually from the CD, DC to CP plane for almost all the input flow rates, excluding the conditions
of 0.005 and 0.01 m/s on the CP plane. Furthermore, the uniformity generally increases with input
flow rate for all the three planes, excluding the conditions of input flow rate 0.005 and 0.01 m/s on
the CD plane. From Figure 5b, it can be found that the input methanol concentration has little effect
on the uniformity of methanol concentration distributing on CD plane. However, it is different on
DC and CP planes (Figure 5d,f), in which the uniformity changes obviously with input methanol
concentration, especially when it is lower than 2.0 mol/L. On the DC and CP planes, it can be found
that the uniformity decreases first with the increase of input methanol concentration until the methanol
concentration reaches 1.5 mol/L, and then stays at a constant value, especially for the cases of input
flow velocities 0.005 and 0.01 m/s. It reminds us that special attention should be paid when a low
input concentration is applied, as a performance change of DMFC might be caused by the variation of
distribution uniformity.

The distributions of current density on the CP plane were also presented in Figure 6, for the
purpose of a preliminary analysis on the combined effects of input flow rate and methanol
concentration on the electrochemical characteristics of this DMFC system. As is known to all that the
speed of energy conversion process depends largely on the local methanol concentration, the local
current density presented in Figure 6 was found to be large at those high methanol concentration area
(see Figure 4), and, therefore, ribbed distributions of current density were found for all those operating
conditions. With a constant input methanol concentration, e.g., 1.0 mol/L as shown in Figure 6a,
the overall color of current density distribution becomes lighter and brighter with the increase of input
flow rate. It is in good agreement with the experimental evidence that the more the methanol (fuel)
is pumped into a certain energy conversion system, the more the energy can be generated [9,10,18].
With a constant input flow rate, the low current density region (in dark blue) decreases gradually with
the increase of input methanol concentrations, which is apparent for a low input flow rate of 1.0 mol/L
(see the left column of Figure 6). It implies that a low input of methanol would not be beneficial to the
energy conversion efficiency of a DMFC system. However, the optimal operating conditions can not
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be simply deduced from those diagrams, a systematic analysis on the current density variations under
the combined effects of inlet flow rate and input methanol concentration is still necessary.

Figure 5. Facet average and uniformity of methanol concentration on the CD (a,b); DC (c,d) and
CP (e,f) planes.
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Figure 6. Distributions of current density on the CP plane with an input methanol concentration of
1.0 (a); 1.5 (b) and 2.0 (c) mol/L.

Considering the inlet methanol concentration of 0.75 mol/L as a reference state, the current
density at the reference state is recognized as ire f . The criterion called growth ratio β is proposed to
evaluate the increase of power output of DMFC at a constant voltage, which is defined as

β =
i

ire f
× 100%, (15)

where i denotes the generated current density at a given condition of inlet flow velocity and input
methanol concentration. The coupling effects of input methanol concentration and inlet flow velocity
on the growth ratio were analyzed and summarized, which is shown in Figure 7. Taking the case of
inlet velocity Vel = 0.050 m/s, for example, the relationship between the growth ratio and the input
methanol concentration is nonlinear; more specifically, an increase of input methanol concentration
will not always bring out an increase of power output. It can be noted that the growth ratio increases
with input methanol concentration until its maximum value is achieved (signed by red dot); thereafter,
it decreases as input methanol concentration continues rising. More curves of the growth ratio to input
methanol concentration can be obtained as inlet flow velocity varies from 0.005 to 0.125 m/s. A red
line can be noticed in Figure 7, which is plotted by connecting all the maximum value. With the help
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of this red line, one can easily determine the frontier for optimal operations with the largest increase
of power output, as well as the optimal operating conditions of input methanol concentration and
inlet flow velocity. The proposed frontier for optimal operations can be highly beneficial in practical
applications to improve the energy conversion performance of DMFC.

Figure 7. Growth ratio of current density with the increase of input methanol concentration at different
flow velocities. Red line denotes the maximum values at corresponding operating conditions.

4. Conclusions

Considering the effect of oxygen availability, a modified 3D numerical model about the energy
conversion process of DMFC was constructed by coupling the equations of species transport, mass and
momentum conservations. Its reliability and feasibility were validated by the comparisons of numerical
and experimental results. Systematic numerical simulations were performed to investigate the
underlying mechanism of energy conversion process, as well as the effects of operating parameters on
DMFC performance. Main findings can be summarized as follows:

(1) A parameter α was introduced to quantify the effect of oxygen availability in model construction.
It can be one of the earliest studies, to the best of our knowledge, for considering the experimental
facts that DMFC’s performance depends largely on the air flow rate.

(2) Flow characteristics inside the DMFC system were systematically examined by numerical
simulations. The increasing of inlet velocity was observed to be an effective strategy to accelerate
the internal flow fields in DMFC. Careful analysis was also carried out on the the distributions
of methanol concentration on three typical planes. From a hydrodynamic point of view, the
diffusion layer is a critical component in the design of high-performance DMFC, as it was
observed to be highly associated with the distribution uniformities of both flow velocity and
methanol concentration.

(3) The combined effects of inlet flow rate and input methanol concentration on the facet average
(also the facet uniformity) of methanol concentration were summarized. The simultaneous
increases in both flow velocity and methanol concentration were proposed to be applied, if a
quick increase in facet average of methanol concentration is required in practice. The proposed
quantitative results can be used as a numerical database to analyze experimental results in future.
The frontier for optimal conditions of DMFC’s output were determined, which is helpful to
improve the energy conversion performance of DMFC in practical applications.
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DMFC Direct Methanol Fuel Cell
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DC plane Interface plane between Diffusion and Catalyst layers
CP plane Interface plane between Catalyst and PEM layers

Appendix A

Table A1. Parameters of the Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC system for numerical simulations.

Definition Notation Value Unit Ref.

Water density ρH2O 1000 kg·m−3 [20]

Water viscosity µH2O

0.4585− 5.3047× 10−3T+
kg·m−1s−1 [26]2.3123× 10−5T2 − 4.4916× 10−8T3

+3.2768× 10−11T4

Air density ρair 1.29 kg·m−3 [20]
Air viscosity µair 2.03× 10−5 kg·m−1s−1 [26]

Diffusion coefficient DCH3OH 10−5.4163−999.778/T m2s−1 [26]
of CH3OH in water
Diffusion coefficient DCO2 1× 10−10 m2s−1 [26]

of CO2 in water
Permeability of Kdl 1× 10−11 m2 [20]
diffusion layer
Permeability of Kcl 1× 10−11 m2 [20]
catalyst layer

Porosity of
εdl 0.6 − [20]

diffusion layer
Porosity of

εcl 0.4 − [20]
catalyst layer

Faraday constant F 9.6485× 107 C· k mol−1 [17]
Gas constant R 8.31 J mol−1K−1 [17]

Molecular weight MCH3OH 0.032 kg·mol−1 [17]
of CH3OH

Molecular weight MH2O 0.018 kg·mol−1 [17]
of H2O
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Table A1. Cont.

Definition Notation Value Unit Ref.

Molecular weight MCO2 0.044 kg·mol−1 [27]
of CO2

Molecular weight MO2 0.032 kg·mol−1 [27]
of O2

Electro-osmotic drag nH2O 2.9e(
1

333−
1
T ) − [28]

coefficient of H2O
Electro-osmotic drag nCH3OH

yCH3OH

MCH3OH
Mmixture − [14]

coefficient of CH3OH

Oxygen availability α 1.75 − Determined
from Exp.

Table A2. Unit conversion table for input flow rate.

Unit Value

m/s 0.005 0.010 0.050 0.075 0.107 0.125
ccm 0.2055 0.4110 2.0550 3.0825 4.4000 5.1375
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